Context: Molecular target specific treatment for the cancer is different from the conventional chemotherapy and radiotherapy in terms of selectivity and specificity towards the cancer cells. Amongst the different molecular targets for cancer, EGFR tyrosine kinase is considered more promising molecular target for discovery and development of the novel anticancer agents. EGFR overexpression and deregulation or mutation are observed in the different kinds of epithelial cancer namely non-small-cell lung cancer, colon cancer, breast cancer etc. Aim: To carry out structure based drug design (SBDD) and ligand based drug design (LBDD) approaches on quinazoline derivatives as EGFR inhibitors. Methods: A set of 25 compounds was used to correlate the structural parameter(s) with its inhibitory effect on EGFR using 3D-QSAR (CoMFA and CoMSIA) technique. Further, the molecular docking simulation was carried out to recognize the interaction of ligands with the active site of EGFR. All the compounds from the dataset were aligned using the distill alignment method. Post alignment of the dataset, CoMFA and CoMSIA analysis were executed. Moreover, pharmacokinetic (ADMET) predictions of all the quinazoline derivatives were carried out using admetSAR tool. Results: CoMFA and CoMSIA both the models were found statistically significant with values of the cross-validation correlation coefficient (q 2 ) as 0.757 and 0.524 respectively and conventional correlation coefficient (r 2 ) as 0.925 and 0.855 respectively. Further, the molecular docking simulation revealed that all the quinazoline derivatives were situated at the same place as that of the standard drug erlotinib with reasonable penetration at the active site of the EGFR. Conclusion: Results of this work provide the information regarding the structure activity relationship and important structure requirements for the interaction of compounds at the active site of the receptor. This information provides a hint for the design of novel analogs as EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors.
INTRODUCTION
Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is part of ErbB family of tyrosine kinase receptors. It is a type of transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptor which is responsible for the modulation of growth factor signaling. 1 The ErbB family of RTK consists of four receptors namely ErbB-1 (EGFR), ErbB-2 (HER 2), ErbB-3 and ErbB-4. 2, 3 These receptors are present in the cytoplasmic membrane and consist of the hydrophobic transmembrane region and an 23-10-2018 intra-cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase domain. 4 Ligand dependent and ligand independent both of the mechanisms play an important role in overexpression of` EGFR receptor in cancer. However, growth factor of EGF family binds to ErbB receptor and activate the receptor. These growth factors were generated by the same cells, which express ErbB receptor (autocrine secretion) or by neighboring cells (paracrine secretion). 5, 6 EGF growth factors are divided into three main groups; (i) EGF, transforming growth factor α (TGF-α) and amphiregulin (AR) that binds to the epidermal growth factor receptor. 7 (ii) Epiregulin (EPR), heparin-binding growth factor (HB-EGF) and betacellulin (BTC) binds to the ErbB-4 along with EGFR. (iii) Neuregulins (NRGs) which can be bifurcated into two main sub groups; namely sub group of NRG 1 and NRG 2; sub group of NRG 3 and NRG 4. Sub group of NRG 1 and NRG 2 binds to ErbB-3 and ErbB-4 receptors. Sub group of NRG 3 and NRG 4 binds to the ErbB-4 receptor. [8] [9] [10] [11] The overexpression of EGFR receptor is reported in many type of cancer namely carcinoma of lungs (80% of cases), glioblastoma (50% of cases), epithelial head and neck tumours (100% of cases), colon cancer and breast cancer. 12 Therefore, EGFR has been well studied receptor for anticancer drug development. After identification of EGFR as cancer target, a number of anticancer agents against the EGFR receptor have been developed such as gefitinib, erlotinib, afatinib, brigatinib, neratinib, vandetanib, lapatinib, osimertinib, icotinib etc. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] The structures of approved EGFR inhibitors are depicted in Figure 1 . Other than this, monoclonal antibody inhibitors such as panitumumab, nimotuzumab, matuzumab etc. were also developed. [20] [21] [22] Despite, the discovery and development of a large number of EGFR inhibitors, still intrinsic or acquired resistance was observed in the cancer patients who are treated with EGFR targeted drugs. 23 So, there is a constant need for the discovery of novel inhibitors targeted to the epidermal growth factor receptor. The crystal structures of EGFR receptors have been reported. So, the structure-based drug design (SBDD) i.e., molecular docking, as well as ligand-based drug design approach (LBDD) i.e., QSAR and pharmacophore modeling are possible for identification of novel EGFR receptor inhibitors. In the current study, we have carried out both the method molecular docking and 3D-QSAR, for the identification of structural requirement and correlation of structural parameter (independent variable) with its biological activity (dependent variable) respectively. The selective and potent EGFR receptor inhibitors were outlined in the literature. 24 For, the correlation of structure with the inhibitory activity, three-dimensional quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) was carried out. 3D-QSAR was performed using comparative molecular field analysis (CoMFA) and comparative molecular similarity indices analysis (CoMSIA). 25 CoMFA is the type of 3D-QSAR technique where steric and electrostatic fields were utilized as independent variables against the biological activity of compounds. Whereas, CoMSIA is an improved method of CoMFA in which other than steric and electrostatic, hydrophobic, H-bond donor and H-bond acceptor were used as independent variables to correlate structure with the biological activity. 26 In the current study, 3D QSAR was performed on the 25 quinazoline analogs. Depending upon the, 3D-QSAR results, the contour maps for steric, electrostatic, hydrophobic, H-bond acceptor and H-bond donor were generated. Further, the molecular docking study was carried out using crystal structure of EGFR to find the structural characteristics which are required for interaction of inhibitors at the active site of the receptor. Moreover, ADMET and the molecular property predictions of all the derivatives were reported. Based on the information gathered from contour maps analysis and molecular docking, the regions were identified surrounding the molecule and the modification can be carried out for the improvement of the biological activity against EGFR receptor.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data preparation
We have collected the quinazoline derivatives as EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors for this study from the literature. 24 The selected quinazoline derivatives were bifurcated into approximate 70% of the training set (17 derivatives) and approximate 30 % of the test set (8 derivatives). Test set derivatives have a range of activity similar to that of training set. 27 Derivatives present in the both the set (training set and test set) were used for the generation and validation of QSAR model respectively. The IC 50 value of all the derivatives was transformed into pIC 50 (-logIC 50 ) value. These transformed pIC 50 values were employed as dependent variable for the QSAR study. the structure of all the quinazoline derivatives along with their biological activity against EGFR receptor.
Computational study and alignment of database SYBYL-X 2.0 from Tripos Inc. was accessed to perform 3D-QSAR study. Sketch function from SYBYL software was utilized for building the 3D structures of all the quinazoline derivatives. Gasteiger Huckel (GH) charges along with the TRIPOS force field was applied to all designed derivatives for the structure optimization process. 28 Further, energy minimization was carried out by Powell conjugated gradient algorithm method. Alignment of dataset is crucial step in QSAR study. So, Distill alignment was performed for the same. Alignment was executed by selecting highly potent quinazoline derivative from the dataset as template structure. 29 
CoMFA and CoMSIA model
Three-dimensional cubic lattice with 2 Å grid space, which was extended to 4 Å for the aligned dataset in X, Y and Z three axis, was set by default for calculation of CoMFA and CoMSIA fields. Here, carbon atom withSp 3 spin, radius of 1.52 Å and +1 charge was used as probe atom under CoMFA analysis. In CoMFA analysis, for the derivation of steric and electrostatic fields, interaction energy was determined using the Tripos force field. While, ±30 kcal/mol cut-off value was set for steric as well as electrostatic fields. At the lattice intersection, Lennard-Jones and Columbic potentials were utilized. 30 For the CoMSIA study, five descriptors namely steric, electrostatic, hydrophobic, H-bond donor and H-bond acceptor, were used. For hydrophobic, H-bond donor and H-bond acceptor probe atom with +1 charge was used by default. While all other parameters are similar as in CoMFA model, only the value of attenuation factor (α) was set to 0.3 for ease of functioning.
PLS analysis
PLS (Partial Least Square) is an extension of multiple linear regression analysis (MLR) method. 3D-QSAR models were built using PLS study. Here, the values of CoMFA and CoMSIA were utilized as independent variables, while EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitory activity values were used as dependent variable to correlate structural parameter and inhibitory activity. If the QSAR models are developed using the optimum number of components with a high value of cross-validation coefficient (q 2 ) and low standard errors, then the chances of over fitted models are very less. In cross-validation coefficient (q 2 ) method, one compound was removed from the dataset and by use of all other compounds, model was generated. The activity of elided compound was predicted using developed QSAR model. If the methods give the values of q 2 > 0.5 and r 2 >0.616, then the models are assumed as acceptable. 31 It is calculated by the following equation:
The optimum number of component (ONC) was used to calculate the value of r 2 ncv (Non-cross validation correlation coefficient). Further, to check the robustness of the developed model bootstrap analysis was undertaken. It is a method where random compounds were selected from entire data set. This method was undertaken many times (minimum 100 times for more accuracy). In each run, some compounds were elided from the dataset while some compounds were included in the dataset. The value of r 2 bs from bootstrap analysis and r 2 cv from cross-validation were determined. Eight test set derivatives were utilized for the calculation of predictability of developed QSAR model. It is calculated by the following equation:
Here, the sum of squared deviation between biological activity of test set and mean activity of training set was represented as SD. While, the sum of squared deviations between experimental and predicted activity values for each derivative in the test set was represented PRESS.
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Molecular docking simulation
In the present study, the docking simulation was carried out to recognize the active site conformation and important interactions, which are responsible for ligandreceptor complex stability. Here, Surflex-Dock module present in the SYBYL-X 2.0, was used for the molecular docking simulation. The X-RAY crystal structure of EGFR tyrosine kinase was retrieved from Protein Data Bank (PDB ID: 1M17, X-RAY resolution-2.6 Å).
The structures of quinazoline derivatives were built in SYBYL-X software. 33 Gasteiger Huckel (GH) charges along with the TRIPOS force field were applied to all designed derivatives for structure optimization process. Further, energy minimization was carried out using Powell's conjugated gradient algorithm method. After incorporation of protein, preparation of the protein was carried out. For that purpose from the crystal structure, co-crystallized ligand and all the water molecules were removed; further hydrogens were inserted and side chain was fixed. TRIPOS force field was used for the minimization of structure. The interaction efficiency of the compounds with the receptor was expressed in kcal/ mol units by Surflex-Dock score. For the identification of the interaction between ligand and protein, the best pose was incorporated into the molecular area. 34, 35 Molecular Computer Aided Design (MOLCAD) programme was used to visualize ligands interaction with receptor.
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Pharmacokinetic (ADMET) and molecular properties prediction of quinazoline derivatives
In the past, anticancer drugs were withdrawn from the market during the Phase I-III clinical trial or at Phase IV because of insufficient ADMET (absorption, distribution, metabolism. excretion and toxicity) parameters. Further, adverse effect associated with the anticancer agents may be dependent directly or indirectly on the pharmacokinetic parameters. Despite this, an in-silico ADMET prediction provides support during lead optimization process and prevents withdrawal of molecules during clinical trials. Online software admetSAR was used for the prediction of pharmacokinetic parameters. 37 Moreover, molecular properties (Lipinski's rule of five (RO5)) such as molecular weight, H-bond donor, H-bond acceptor and Lipophilicity values of all the quinazoline analogs were also determined and reported in Table 4 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CoMFA model
CoMFA was generated using steric and electrostatic fields. As the first step, PLS study was undertaken by use of "leave-one-out (LOO)". The q 2 value was found to be 0.757 with 6 optimum numbers of components. The same 6 components along with column filtering set to 2.0 were used to calculate the value of conventional correlation coefficient (r Figure 4(A, B) depicts the correlation of experimental and predicted activity values of training and test set compounds.
CoMSIA model
CoMSIA provides details of steric, electrostatic, hydrophobic, H-bond donor and H-bond acceptor fields. CoMSIA was undertaken by similar training and test set compounds as that of CoMFA following the successful results of CoMFA. The value of q 2 was found to be 0.524 with 6 optimum numbers of components. To calculate the conventional correlation coefficient, same 6 components and column filtering as 2.0 were used. The value of r 2 ncv was found to be 0.855. The contribution values of steric, electrostatic, hydrophobic, H-bond donor and and SEE bs were found to be 0.941 and 0.026 respectively. Experimental and predicted activity values of training and test set compounds are depicted in Table 1 . Figure  5 (A, B) depicts the correlation of actual and predicted activity values of the training and the test set compounds.
QSAR visualization
3D Contour maps are the important features of the comparative molecular field analysis (CoMFA) and comparative molecular similarity indices analysis (CoMSIA). These contour maps are derived when there are changes in the molecular fields. The 3D space contour maps surrounding the compounds were derived for CoMFA as well as CoMSIA model. Based on the contour maps study, modification can be done for the improvement of the inhibitory effect and to optimize quinazoline compounds as epidermal growth factor receptor inhibitors. Most active compound bifurcated in two regions for understanding of contour maps surrounding the molecule ( Figure 6 ).
Contour maps of CoMFA
Contour maps of steric and electrostatic fields for most active compound 20 (IC 50 = 232.54 nM) are depicted in Figure 7 . Style of the contour was set as "transparent" for the precise understanding of contour surrounding the molecule. In the Figure 7 (A), green-colored contour indicates the steric groups are favored for the biological activity, while yellow-colored contour indicates the steric groups are not favored for the activity. Here, large green colored contour was observed in the B area in the phenyl ring at the meta position. It suggests that bulky and hydrophobic functional groups at this position leads to an enhancement of the biological activity. This was observed in compound 8 (IC 50 = 294.76 nM) and 11 (IC 50 = 311.80 nM) where, bulky groups like -CH3 and -F were present. So, this compounds show very good inhibitory activity against EGFR. This was also compared with the activity data of compound 7 (IC 50 =426.47 nM) and 23 (IC 50 =453.78 nM) in which un-substituted phenyl ring was present; so, the significant decrease in the biological activity was observed. Further, in the B region at the para position of the phenyl ring small green contour surrounded by the large yellow contour were observed. This suggests that the steric occupancy would enhance the biological effect where the size of the substituent is not too large. This is also clear from the activity data of compounds 2 (IC 50 =330.64 nM), 3 (IC 50 = 378.73 nM) and 4 (IC 50 = 355.61 nM) where, small bulky groups were present at this position. Contour map of electrostatic field generated from the CoMFA analysis is depicted in the Figure 7 (B). Bluecolored contour represents the region of high electrostatic tolerance while, red-colored contour represents low electrostatic tolerance. Here, blue contour was observed in B region at ortho position of the phenyl ring which revealed that the incorporation of electropositive group at this place leads to enhancement of the biological activity. This was clear from the biological activity data of compound 18 (IC 50 = 345.07) where, presence of electropositive methyl group showed potent biological activity. Further, it was also revealed from the comparison of biological activity data of compounds 14, 15 and 16 with compounds 17, 18 and 7. The compounds with electronegative functional groups like -F, -Cl and -Br have minimal biological activity and potency order was also observed as F<Cl<Br. So, it was observed that as the electronegativity decreases, the biological activity of compounds increases. Further, very small red contour was observed in the B region at meta position of phenyl group, which suggests that the negatively charged group at this position enhances the biological activity. This was clear from the activity of compound 11 (IC 50 = 311.80), where electronegative -F was present as functional group. So, it showed moderate biological activity against EGFR.
Contour maps of CoMSIA
Steric and electrostatic contour maps of CoMSIA were similar to those observed in the CoMFA analysis. Here, the potent quinazoline derivative (compound 20) was chosen for generation of the contour maps. Hydrophobic, H-bond donor and H-bond acceptor contour maps developed from CoMSIA analysis are represented in Figure 8 . CoMSIA hydrophobic plot is characterized by yellow and white colored contours plots. Yellow colored contour suggests that the hydrophobic substituent increases the biological activity while white contour suggests that the hydrophilic substituent increases the biological activity. Here, in Figure 8 (C) small yellow colored contour was observed in B region at the para position of phenyl group which indicates that the incorporation of the hydrophobic substituent at this position leads to enhancement of the biological effect. This is also supported by the activity data of compounds 2 (IC 50 = 330.64), 3 (IC 50 = 378.73 nM) and 4 (IC 50 = 355.61 nM) in which hydrophobic substituents were present at para position of phenyl ring. Further, white contour was observed in the B region near ortho position of phenyl group which indicates that hydrophilic groups at this place may enhance the biological activity. H-bond donor contour map generated by CoMSIA analysis is represented in Figure 8(D) . H-bond donor contours are characterized by cyan and purple color. Cyan contour suggests that H-bond donor substituents are favored, while purple contour suggest that H-bond donor groups disfavored for inhibitory activity. Here, in Figure 8 (E) a large cyan contour was observed in B region at the para position of phenyl ring which suggests that H-bond donor groups in this region increase the inhibitory activity. This is also evident from the biological activity data of least active compound 6 from the entire series in which H-bond withdrawing -NO 2 substituent was present as a functional group. This leads to the significant decrease in the biological activity. This was also supported by comparison of the biological activity data of unsubstituted phenyl ring (compound 7) and compound with H-bond withdrawing substituent (Compound 6). H-bond acceptor contours generated from CoMSIA analysis is represented in Figure 8 (E). Acceptor field represents magenta (favored) and red (disfavoured) contour maps. Here, in Figure 8 (E) near B region at ortho position of phenyl ring, a red contour was observed which suggest that the incorporation of H-bond acceptor at this place disfavoured for biological activity. While red contour near N atom in B region indicates that H-bond acceptor at this place may enhance the biological effect against EGFR. Structure finding from 3D-QSAR study are represented in Figure 9 . Contour maps generated from comparative molecular field analysis (CoMFA) and comparative molecular similarity indices analysis (CoMSIA) provide sufficient information for the understanding of the correlation between the structural parameter of quinazoline derivatives with its biological activity against epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR).
Docking simulation
Docking simulation was carried out to gain the information regarding interaction of ligands at the site of EGFR receptor. All the ligands were docked to the receptor using Surflex-Dock module from SYBYL-X software. The Surflex docking scores of all quinazoline derivatives are depicted in Table 1 . Results show that there is a precise correlation between observed biological activity and the docking results. Docking interaction of standard drug erlotinib, active compound 17 (Docking score-8.3652, EGFR IC 50 = 245.35 nM) and compound 20 (Docking score-6.7431, EGFR IC 50 = 232.54 nM) are depicted in Figure 10 , 11 and 12 respectively. Both the inhibitors were situated at the same site similar to that of the standard drug erlotinib. Compound 17 interacts with Met769 amino acid via hydrogen bond. While erlotinib also shows interaction with Met769 amino acid via H-bond. The docking score indicates a summary of all the types of interactions. Moreover, compound 17 shows very high docking score along with good penetration at the active site of receptor even as compare to the standard drug erlotinib. Majority of compounds shows good interaction with the active site of the receptor with better penetration efficacy.
Results of Pharmacokinetic (ADMET) and molecular properties prediction of quinazoline derivatives
All the quinazoline derivatives were evaluated (Lipinski's rule of five) for drug-like characteristics. The molecular weights of compounds were found in between 320 to 401. It plays important role in biological activity with respect to penetration at the target site. Lipophilicity Continued... (logP) and Topological Polar Surface Area (TPSA) play important role in permeability of compounds via plasma membrane. Total surface areas occupied by oxygen and nitrogen atoms and hydrogen attached to these molecules is expressed as TPSA value. Here, logP values of quinazoline derivatives were less than 5. While TPSA value was found to be less than 150. It was reported that the bioavailability of the com pounds will be very high if TPSA value ≤ 140 Ȧ and rotational bonds ≤ 10. 37 Further ADMET properties of all the quinazoline derivatives were calculated using admetSAR software. 38 Different absorption related parameter i.e. BBB penetration, HIA, Caco-2 Permeability, Renal Organic Cation Transporter etc. were calculated and reported in Table 3 . Cytochrome enzyme family was involved in the process of metabolism as well as drug-drug interaction process. With this fact, different metabolism related parameters such as CYP450 2D6 Substrate; CYP450 3A4 Substrate; CYP Inhibitory Promiscuity etc. were also reported. The molecular properties of compounds were also responsible for tumorigenic or carcinogenic potential. Carcinogenicity, acute oral toxicity and acute dose toxicity in rat (LD 50 ) are also depicted in Table 3 . AdmetSAR results reveal that, quinazoline derivatives can be easily absorbed from the intestine with remarkable biodegradable characteristics. Except for few compounds (2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 17) , the majority of compounds did not show AMES toxicity. Moreover, quinazoline derivatives did not show any carcinogenic or tumorigenic property.
CONCLUSION
EGFR signaling inhibitors are highly promising therapeutic class for the treatment of Cancer. Small molecule receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors and monoclonal antibody (mAb) class show potent activity against solid tumours. Mutation in EGFR leads to resistance against current cancer treatment. Therefore, there is always a constant need to discover new inhibitors. To support that, we undertook ligand based drug design approach using QSAR by CoMFA and CoMSIA. PLS analysis was undertaken for the correlation of the structure characteristics of quinazoline derivatives with its biological activity. Results obtained from CoMFA and CoMSIA analysis were found satisfactory. Predictive power of CoMFA analysis was found to be better than CoMSIA analysis. The contour maps analysis suggests that at the terminal phenyl ring; positively charged substituents at ortho position, bulky with negatively charged substituents at meta position and the hydrophobic substituents at para position enhances the biological activity against epidermal growth factor receptor. Moreover, molecular docking simulation on X-RAY crystal structure of EGFR provides insight into the structural requirements of receptor. Most active compounds, as well as standard drug erlotinib have interaction with Met769 amino acid via hydrogen bonding. Further, ADMET results also show that the reported quinazoline derivatives have a significant pharmacokinetic profile to become a potential drug candidate. Results of the QSAR and molecular docking simulation may be used for discovery and development of new quinazoline derivatives as selective EGFR inhibitors as anticancer agents.
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